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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
',. DEVELOPMENT AND TEST OF ADVANCED
'_ COMPOSITE COMPONENTS
):
N _ t
! INTRODUCTION
• ]!
•. ' t The report documents the development effort to Improve the design and load _
_,_ carrying abilityof a complex corner fitting,using ndvaneed filamentcompositesin a
, rcsit$matrix (Epoxy).
i._ i_
_ T.he Optical Telescope Assembly portion of the Space Telescope eol_tains a num-
bar of graphite epoxy structures. One of these structures is the Focal Plane Struc-
i_ !I ture (FPS) (Fig. 1), a critical structural assembly requiring a high order of thermal
. "
_, , stability, structural stiffness, and low weight. The graphite epoxy layup .of the FPS
.' i;_ is designed to achieve a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of +-0.09 x 10.6 in./
'_" i, in./°F. Among the components making up the FPS are eight bracketsthatprovide
i':i'ii:i' support for the four radialinstrumentsthatare.carriedon the FPS. These eight
;:_ ii brackets are of a configuration,commonly known as "bathtub fittings"in aerospace
"C- structuresparlance,and are of titanium.[Fi_'
'_ i_ The original design of these bathtub fittings, however, was of graphite epoxyII with a pseudoisotropie layup to achieve the specified CTI_. Structural test ng of
, L,._: these bathtub fittingsto i.4.x limitload was requited to verifythe design. These
_. i: fittings failed in test, some demonstrating an ultimate factor-of-safety of only 1.15
!:_: !_ instead of the required 1.4 factor.
_-_':,
"_""_ Due primarilyto these unpredictedlow factors(schedulewas alsoan important
.... decidingfactor),the penaltiesin weight and pointingstabilitywere acceptedand the
i: fittings were redesigned for titanium. As a number of new projects, such as AXAF,
_," require optical benches with stringen_ dimensional stability during thermal excursion,
'" applicationof graphite/epoxycompositesWillbe required
_:i- Existingtechnologyislimitedin design, analysis,fabrication,and testof
--=:" i_, complex components, '<_'.icated from Pitch 75 graphite fibers, especially the effects
_i! _i of layup cllangeson th_ ultimatestrength,tSe Stressdistributionand correlationof-......i: strain,gageldata to analysisresults.. -.
• _; t '
L_ . •
" _ Since bathtub fittingsare a common configurationfor aerospacestructures,it
' '" li became obvious that development work for such fittings is required if graphite epoxy
L ii'_';! is to be a..viablecandidatefor these structures,
'o/ il The developmentob_etives for thisprogram were: evaluationof layup changes
L_'_', to improve ultimate strength of fabricated components, develop basic material data,
_'" _' establish analysis methods, and verify the design and analysis through test of full-
_.;, :, sizecomponents.
_r',i
• In order to eliminate erroneous results, it was decided to fabricate and test
_:, -_'
ii?:_.l three parts of each design. This would average the variations in as-fabricate:l
, '_" i properties and tolerances.
• . ........=_._._ ..,.___.,._,. .... -i:;-.:._--_-r.:='_:.:., ;-..._.:_
I_ODULOO0% l,O_uu
t.
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ii COMPONENT DESIGN
The component selected for the development effort has a complex shape, referred
to as "bathtub fitting," and is shown in Figure 2. Four different designs were _xe-
_1 outed, differing from each other by the arrangement (layup) of the composite material.
Designs are almwn on Flgaren a through ft.
Analysis of the failed initial YPfl bathtub fitting nhowod that the fractures
developed along the laminate splice_llno_. Duo to the laminate flat pattern designs,
these apltco-lines lay along the eorncrn of the flttlnga and had only a Alight steelier
between plied. The three layup patterns selected for thin program wore designed
maintaining the same laminate material, fiber orientation, resin content, and basic/
_:1 dimensions of the P-B fittings. However, the layup patterns wore modified to rvlocato
the splice-lines in planes away from the corners. Also, radius ftllors were added for --
' the areas in. contact with the test fix'_urc and bolt heads.
/t The following discussion summarizes the design variations. Figure 2 details the ..
_i, " basic dimensions, the radius fillers, and the alternating of the laminate fiat patterns.
il Figure 3 shows the first design (2'/M1003) which is the original FPS bathtub fitting,
-,_ Additional fittings of this design werO fabricated to compare their fabrication quality
_1 to the originals -- to minimize test errors due to variation in workmanship. Figure 4
gives another layup (27M1001) which relocated the splice-lines to the sides of the fitting
-, with staggered splice-line angles of 30 deg and 60 deg. The third, design, Figure 5 i
(27M10002), had overlapping "tabs" on the top and back planes so that each laminate
.... had one continuous (not spliced) surface for each surface that was spliced. These
additional tabs increased the wall thickness on these, surfaces but afforded better
-_ continuity. The last design, Figure 6 (21M10009), is an assembly of three laminates,
each of which provided continuity around the corners in one direction (a total of three
laminates for the three viewing axis). Reduced drawings for all eomponents_are
attached to the report.
LISFILLE_$
!_1 TYPICALFLATPATTERNFORLAYUP(FIBERDIR0O. -+45O. 90O)
.: /i o* i\
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yr MATRR/AL CHARAC.,-TERIZATION p
!J The PTaft/034graphite/epoxybathtub fittingswere modeled using the finite
_ elementmethod in order to predicttheirbehavior under actualloadingeondltio_s.
• i_ For the model to be somewhat _eaurate,materialpropertiesof the system had to be
determined. The materialpropertiesdeterminedfor thissystem includetensile,ecru_
_, presslve,afldshear propertiesfor both unldlroetlonaland quasi-isoiropie(0/±45/90)
'l laminates.
{} Equipment Used
The P75S/934 tape was supplied by Fiberite, Inc., to Developmental Sciences, •
I Inc. which then prepared laminates and supplied them to the Marshall Space FlightF
! Center for characterization. The laminates were cut into the desired sample sizes by i
a water-cooleddiamond saw, and holeswere drilledin the laminates(when appropriate) jj
by a water-,ooleddrillpress. An Instron1125mechanicaltestingmachine, in c_)njunc- :,_
anicalpropertiesof the material.Fiber volume fractionswere obtainedby determining I
the density of the composite material and then, assuming no voids were present, com-
paring that density with the reported densities for the fiber and resin as supplied by
Fiberite to deter-mine the fiber volume fraction.
:iI os
;} Unidirectional Material
i Tensile tests were performed on unidirectional material to determine longitudinal
[ and transverseYoung_s Moduli,E1 and E2, longitudinaland transverseultimate
tu _ ,_tu
I strengths,F0 _12"ana.-r90' and the major Poisson'sratio The testswere performed
! accordingto ASTM D3039-76. 8-plylaminateswith specimen dimensions0.500 in. wide
t u andi by 9.00 in. long, using a 6.00-in. gage length were used to determine El, F 0 ,
"t
v 12; 16-ply laminates, with specimen dimensions 1,000 in. wide by 6.50 in. long,
tU }._
using a 3.50-in. gage length, were used to determine E2 and F90.
cu and cu the longitudinalCompression tests were performed to determine F0 F90,
and transverse compressive strengths, respectively. The test method used was ASTM
D3410-75 (the Cleanese test fixture). 16-ply laminates, with specimen dimensions
0.250 in. wide by 5.5 in. long, using a 0.500-in. gage length, were used to deter-
cu and eu
mine both F0 F90.
• i It,plane shear tests were performed to determine the inplane shear modulus G 12
in the inplane shear strength Fsu. Two different tests were used to determine these
properties, G12 was determined by the three-rail shear test (in ASTMecommittce, not
published), and F su was determined by the 45 deg eft-axis tensile test (same pro-
cedure as ASTM D3039-76). 16-ply laminates were used for both procedures; sample
8
A
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i .. dimensions were 6,00 in, by 6,00 in, with nine approximately spaaed 0,S-in, diameter
holes fop the rail shear test and 1.00 in, wide by 9.0Q _, long with a a.OQ-in, gage
! length fop the 45 deg off-axis.teat,
i:
quasi-Isotropia Material
tu
Tensile tests on quasi-isotropie material wore performed to determine Ex, Fx ,
: and Vxy, the longitudinal (and transverse) You_g's Modulus. ultimata tensile strength,
and Poissonts ratio, rospeatively. 16_ply laminates (0/±45/902s) and 24-ply laminates
(0/+.45/903s) wore both used for comparative purposes, Sample dimensions were
identical to those for the 90 dog tensile tests.
Compression tests were used to determine Feu the longitudinal (and transverse)C P
compressive strength. 16-ply laminates were used, and sample dimensions were iden-
tical to those used on unidirectional material.
Three-rail shear tests were used to determine the inplane shear modulus and
shear strength, Gxy and F su. Both 18-ply and 24-ply laminates were used, and
specimen dimensions were identical to those for the unidirectional material.
RESULTS AND. DISCUSSION
The material properties that were determined agree well with those obtained in
other laboratories for the same material. All properties may be found in Tables I and
2, including fiber volume fractions.
Unidir.eetional Material
Based on the fiber volume fraction and the given properties for the P75S fibers,
the results for the unidirectional material seem reasonable, allowing for discrepancies
in the determination of the fiber volume f_aetion.
One problem that did occur in the characterization of the unidirectional material _was obtaining a-representative inplane shear strength. The rail shear test results in
very low shear strengths for. unidirectional material, so the 45 deg off-axis tensile
test was used to determine shear strength. However, the strengths that are obtained
' by this method can be as much as 30 to 40 percent low. Thus, the values obtained
may be very conservative.
Quasi-Isotropie Material
Elasticproperties(Ex, Vxy, Oxy) for quasi-isotropicmaterialcan be predicted,
based on unidirectionalproperties,by the use of classicalaminationtheory (CLT).
The properties that were measured could be compared with those that were predicted.
The Youngts Modulus obtained for 16-ply laminates agreed well with that pre-
dicted by CLT: however, the Poissonts ratio and inplane shear modulus did not. The
Poissonts ratio was not good, probably because of poor strain gages, and the shear
modulus was not good because of testing problems. Because of a lack of any more
18-ply material, 24-ply materials were tested to obtain better results.
1985023834-TSB02
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TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF UNIDIRECTIONAL P75S/934 :
Vf
Ei, Msi. 39.2 0.56
I
-I E2, Msi 1.14 0.60 _.
O12, Ms_ 0.574 0.60
t
el2' Msi 0.337 0.56
FTM, ksi 105.5 --- ii !
F_u, ksi 42.0 --- °
tu ksi 3.03 ---F90'
F90,cuksi 15.8 ---
Fsu, ksi 3.02 ---
TABLE 2. PROPERTIES OF (0/+45/90)ns P75S/934
!
No. of Plies Vf
Ex, Msi 14.6 16 0.57
Gxy, Msi 5.16 24 0.58
_xy O. 343 24 O. 58
t u ksi 39.4 16 --- _"
Fx , ,,
FxCU,ksi 28.0 16 --- . _
F 5.6 16 --- ,,!i
,! The Poisson'sratioand inplaneshear modulus agreed with theory for the 24-ply
i material,but the Young's modulus did not. One inferencethat may be made isthat
i!_I the Youngts modulus may be thickness-dependent,whilethe other two elasticproper-
ii tiesmay or may not be dependent on thickness. Table 3 compares CLT valueswith
. the actualmeasured values for the material.
Although strength properti s cannot be predicted by CLT, the results were
-:.I withinreason for a quasi-isotropiclaminate,compared to the unidirectionalproperties.I
I
to
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The iliplane shear strength may again be too conservative, and is based on the 16-ply
tests because the loads required on the 24_ply sample_ wore so groat that the _amplo_
_lipped _n the teat fixture. -
TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF ELASTIC PROPERTIES FOR (0/±4B/90)ns
"P75S/934, PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED
Predicted Measured
16 Plies 24 Plies
• Ex, Msi 13.9 14.6 11.4
GXT, Msi 5.25 4.30 a 5.16
• Vxy 0.325 0.376 b O. 343
a. Slippage in fixture and possible strain gage bonding problems.
b. Possible strain gage bonding problems, t
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The finite elemer_t method and classical lamination theory were used to perform
the analysis. A finite element program (SPAR) was used in an uncoupled format to
calculate laminate in-plane force resultants (Nx, Ny, Nxy) and moment resultants
(Mx, My, Mxy). These were then input into a laminate point stress analysis program
(SQ5) to calculate surface strains, which were compared with test strain gage data.
The finite element model is present in Figure 7.
COMPONENT FABRICATION
The composite components were fabricated under contract by Development I!
Sciences, Inc., 15757 E. Valley Boulevard, P.O. Box 1264, City of Industry, Cali- ._tI
• fornia 91749. Also included were the production of the fiat panels needed for material ii
characterization samples. The individual loyers were cut according to the template lj
pattern and laid up on a male steel mold with approximately 1 in. excess for trimming
' to final dimensions. A precompaction operation was performed after every eight plies
to eliminate voids and wrinkles (Table 4). The prepreg used was P75/934, supplied
by Fiberite Corporation, and the parts were processed as shown on Table 4, including
the bonding operation required for parts 21M1009. The ply orientations were inspected
during layup and before bagging of the completed part. After curing, the holes were
drilled and final contour machined. Similar inspection was required for the flat panels.
Shipping inspection at the contractor plant, including dimensional verification or devia-
tion documentation, was performed. At MSFC, the parts were inspected for dimen-
sional conform_mce and overall appearance.
R!
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TABLE 4. PROCESS AND CURE CYCLE SUMMARY FOR
DSI PART FOR NASA DRAWING NUMBER 27M10003-I
1. PPe-compaetisn- every 8 plies(_150°F and 7 psi (vaouunlonly) 1.0 hr.
2. Cure
1. Place in A/C draw full vacuum (26 _ 2" Hg)
2, Pressur._zoto 100 ± _ psig - vent vacuum to atmosphere @ 25 psiK
3. Ramp Heat-up @ 2-[}°F/rainto 250°F _ 10°F
4, Hold 2S0°F 60 mln.
5, Ramp Heat-up @ 2-5°F/rainto 350°F + 10°F
6, Hold 350°F 120 rain.
7, Cool down under pressure @ 2 -+l°F/min to 150°F max.
8, Releasepressure ana remove from A/C.
S. Bond and Post Cure
1. Apply *EA934 to-alllaying surfaces- apply mechanicalpressure
to • 20 psi
2. Placein air convectedoven
3. Heat-up @ 2-5°F/mlnto 150°F + 10°F
4. Hold 30 rain0 150°F
6. Heat-up @ 2-5°/minto 250°F +_10°F
6. Hold 30 min @ 250°F
7. Heat-up @ 2-5°F/rainto 350°F +_10°F
8. Hold 480 rain(8 hrs) @ 350°F
9. Cool Down @ 2° + I°F to 150°F
10. Remove from oven.
Cure chartsavailablefor pre--compactionand cure.
•EA934 is an asbestosfilledadhesive per the includeddata sheets 1
through 3.
Results _-"
Inspection of delivered parts at MSFC revealed the following= all thicknesses,
which are determined by the number of plies, were approximately 20 percent above the
the specified dimensions on the drawings. The discrepancy was traced to the fact
that the contractor had ordered a prepreg material with a Fiber Area Weight (FAW) of
159 grim 2 with a resin content of 37 percent by weight. In order to achieve a nomi-
nal cured laye_ thickness of 0.005 in., the required FAW would be 142 g/m 2. As the
contractor had used the material with the higher FAW and complied with the prescribed
resin content (37 percent by weight), the ply thickness increased to 0.0062 and all
dimensionsdepending on the number of layersincreasedaccordingly. This change
was accounted for in the analysisand materialproperty documentation. Furthermore,
due to the layup on a male mandrel, the interfaces to the test fixtures were not
always fiat and some shimming was required.
1985023834-TSB06
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STRUCTURAL TEST _'
t
[
Summary
The oo_pealte material "bathtub" fittings were loaded to failure during the ii
period of November 7, 1984, to July i0, 1984, The ultimate failure load varied from i',
a low of 2,20.9 lb to a high of 4,492 lb. Table 5 gives a listing of the teat specimen ._
and the ultimate failure load ................ _
t'To_t Description _
!
Each "bathtub" fitting was instrumented with strain gages as per requirements ' _i
of the stress analyst. The component was then installed into the test setup (Fig. "
$ and 9) with mechanical measm'ements to verify the alignment. Two deflection gages .
were utilized, one to monitor movement/deflection of the support structure and one
to monitor the deflection of the "bathtub." fitting.
The loading sequence for the first test specimen was as follows: (a) compres-
sive load of 1,000 lb and return to zero; and. (b) tension load until failure. All
succeeding specimen were loaded to 1,000 lb tension (increments of 250 Ib) then
returned to zero. The procedure was repeated until an acceptable repeat of zero
was obtained. A tension load was then applied until the test specimen failed. The
load, deflection, and strains were recorded, beginning prior to start of loading and
ending after test specimen failure, at.._ rate of 1 scan per 200 msec.
Test Anomalies
The test specimen, 27M10003 SN-1 did not have fillet inserts. When the speci-
men was installed into the test fixture, there were gaps between the specimen and
the test fixture. The procedure used for attaching the specimen was as follows:
the two lower bolts were torqued first, then..the two top bolts. After torquing, the
gaps between the specimen and the mounting surface were measured. Figure 10 illus-
trates the condition that existed.
The deflection gages were inoperative during the testing of specimens 6, 7, 8,
and 9. This was the result of an equipment malfunction that was not deteQted until
test preparation for specimen. 10.
Test Da_a
o
A printout of all test data was furnished at the completion of the test for each
specimen. The data tapes will be retained fer a period of one year.
I
Test Results
Table 5 presents the ultimate failure loads. The results for each group of
fittings are presented in the following four sections.
14
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I , TABLE 5. TEST RESULTS
,p
,,' ,-'; I
::, : i Bathtub-Fitting Date Tested Ultimate Failure Load (lbs),
,._,:_" _. 27M1.0001 S/N3 11-4-83 4046
:_,i"!j 'i; 27M10001 S IN4 2-14-84 3703
,_.::,, , 27M10001 S/N2 5-17-84 3492
......... _ 27M10002 S/N2 6-20-84 4492
:'_' " 27M10002 SIN4 6-21-84. 4083
-'_:' _' '" 27M10002 S/N3 7..-9-84 4387
•.-,i;4- , : 27M10003 SIN1 7-9-84 2229*
_.,_ 27M10003 S/N2 7- 9ffi84 3266
__: i 27M10003 S/N3 7-9-84 3659
_.,. _ 27M10009 S/N2 7-10-84 3237
-._", .'. 27M10009 S/N1 7-10" 84 3015
d,,y¢. • _,.
yi::, _ * Did not have radius insert.
Li
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Figure 10, Bathtub fitting mounting _v.omaly for Specimen 2_110003 SN1.
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! I. Toot
......i Ther_ was a prablQm with thn kapton backing usnd for tlm first tast, fl/N 3,
: and tiff porte,It of the 82 channels did not provide data suitable for ovalu_ltlon puP-
::. poses. Kapton was not used c,nany of the followin_ ter_t_, and the number of chan-
nels was reduced to 39 for fl/N2 and S/N4. Channels IT13 and 3T13 wore lout on
! S/N2, and channel ITI3 wa1_ lost on S/N4. Also, other strain _ago lo_ations wore
: not optimal, They wore located either too close to free edges or, too close to the
soams of the laminate layup, Data for throe of those locations are presented in
Tables (1 through 8, Loaation of those strain gaffes it_ prolJentod on FIKuro 11. On
,., the romaiakng fittings, it was decided to roduuo the number of channels to 9 (3
_ii_ rossettes) and to place the strain gages in locations whore, failures oceuerod,
'_," TABLE 0. 27M10001 S/N2 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (_in./in.)
'i
:: 0 6 3 3 3 3 0
278 ..... 24 43 -3 33 -12 12
._._i:j.{ 505 43 66 6 55 -24 21
--i!ioit,.. 1105 85 143 --12 119 --58 48
/ : 1536 106 203 -12 161 ' -82 73
_. 1960 137 270 - 12 197 - 106 100.
"_':_:_. 2492 155 385 -3 221 -130 139
_i: 2994 161 498 -21 215 -143 160
!
These are strain gages in the same location on opposite sites of the
=-2:..:ill..: fitting. (Refer to Figure 11.)
_ TABLE 7 27M10001 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (t_in /in.)
i!iI_:i SIN4 S IN2 SIN4 S IN2
ii'i_'i/ Loads (lb) 7T1 7T2 7T3 7T1 7T2 7T3 8T1 8T2 8T3 8T1 8T2 8T3
' ,: 0 -6 -3 -3 3 3 3 -3 0 -3 3 3 3
-_:. 242 3 -3 3 -6 6 -12 19 -3 -80 52 -3 -6
';: - 529 10 -3 13 -23 6 -30 51 -3 -170 103 -12 -18
,,) •
1045 26 -3 26 -49 9 -61 99 -6 -330 203 -31 -42
.., 1505 45 -6 42 -103 18 -94 ],51 -6 -487 334 -67 -79
_"._.. .. 2010 67 -10 54 -155 33 -128 212 -10 -673 455 -116 -115
' 2519 90 -16- 71 -325 103 -94 276 -6 -868 713 -180 -191
3031 128 -19 90 -547 131 -97 386 0 -1140 989 -204 -240
,.(
"' These are strain gages in the same location on two different fittings with the
._ same design. (Refer to Figure 11.)
_o _ _. ' ...... _._" -"_"_1"_' '-'" ......... ,,.ua:':_c- , _ .a,, _._,." _.._:,- ,._t'_', ,:_p._r..__._._._y._,. . _, .
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ii Tablos 0 through 11 pvosont stra_ ffago tont da)_a, Tablas tfl nnd 13 prosont
: '_'! D,=:,_. aomparlflon of tant and analyttaal Ponull:s Loaattons of _)traln flagon aro pro_ontod on
FtK_Po 1_, Tho thvo() fittlnffn, fldlod n_Jrotm tht) bolt ]_olon ml tho x-fttoo at an two,va.go
lond of 4321 lb, Thin was tho ht_'lmnt avovago falluro h_lld of l_ll four to_t conflgur_-
tionn,
TAB.Lr_.-4t,-.-27M1000_ _TI_A1N OAO8 TI_flT I}ATA (_ln,/|n,)
500 184 148 149 58 39 t)1 0 .°21 0
1000 288 310 31,8 180 88 11_4 0 -43 18
1500 479 495 480 242 166 294 27 _58 6
2000 686 699 047 364 254 391 69 -07 -18
2500 89G 024 829 488 364 497 88 _73 - 39
3000 1104. 1148 1006 027 479 585 134 -73 -61
3500 1320 1404 1173 772 615 651 182 -73 -88
4000 1517 1750 1364 933 812 663 237 -61 -167
4300 1626 1987 1015 906 270 -67 i
4400 1690 1066 270 i
TABLE 10, 27M10002 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (pin./i_.) ,_
1T14 2T 14 3T14
Load (lb) S/N___2 S/N3 SIN4 S/N2 S/N3 SIN4 S/._N2 S/N3 S/N4 t
500 58 43 61 6 -24 -3 -67 -161 -91 !
1000 11582 12_ 12-52 -9 -140 -:zz3 -18_
]i 1500 173122 185 12 -82 -18 -225 -323 -282
_',: 2500 325 207 337 -3 -149 -58 -449 _554 -525 :_
i,." 3000 437 249 443 -27 -185 -79 -595 . --_76 -683'4
_t
';" 3500 562 304 580 -45 -218 -109 -758 -816 -880
' 4000 735 386 1069 - 85 - 264 - 400 - 998 - 993 - 1793
' 4300 947 465 -172 -303 -1317 -1145
4,_OO 1193 -305 -1717
, Ii
21
TABLE 11. 27M10002 STRAIN GAOE TEST DATA (_in./in0)
ITIS 2TlS 3T1_
LoadsCZb)S/N2 SlX3 S/N4 S/N? SlNZ S/N_44S/N/2S/N3 S/N4
soo -4o _36 _4o o -_ -9 39 62 4o
zooo -79 -7_ -ss -9 -_5 -zs eB 1oo 97
IBO0 -118 -109 -131 -12 -34 -24 136 149 152 i
_000 -xex -143 -xTs -_s -30 -27 191 z97 212 ,
!.
2800 -207 -182 -222 -27 -36 -24 249 240 273 _,
3000 -270 -219 -282 -33 -43 -27 321 297 388 ii
@ L
3_00 -343 -255 -361 -40 -58 -33 403 388 461 ii
4000 -482 -306 -7_3 .... :'-3_ -82 188 522 421 958 ..-
4300 -601 -364 -9 -I12 679 485
4400 -726 46 840
TABLE 12. 27M10002 COMPARISON OF TESTS AND SQ5 RESULTS (_in./in.)
Analysisat 2800Ib (beforeaudiblefiberbreakage):
SQ5 S/N2 S IN3 SIN4
T13 T13 T13 T13
Cx - 895b 898 924 829
_y -14_ es -_3 -69
7xy a +_32 +7 +123 -+204
a. Strain gages were not oriented consistently.
b. Probabletestpolarityproblem. This surfaceisin compression. _,
1985023834-TSC01

!i 3. 27M!.0003 Test Results
't Tables 14 through 16 present strain gaBa test data, Tables 17 and 18 present
Figure 13. SIN2 and SIN3 failedacross the bolt holes on the x-face at an average
load of 3463 Ib. S/N1 was not retrofitted with a radius insert and failed across the
bolt holes and stiffener on the z-fsce a_ a load of 2229 lb.
TABLE 14. 27M1000_-STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA.(t_in./in.)
IT 13 2T 13 3T 13 :
" .,Load(Ib) SINIa SIN._.._2SIN._..33SINta Sl._.N_2SIN.._.._3SINIa S/N......22S/N _.._3 ,
e
500 273 158 79 239 118 27 94 9 -6 :i
_I 1000 526 337 152 430, 248 49 152 30 -12 ,
' 1500 1015 550 246 763 400 79 _7 55 -9
°_ 2000 1938 796 355 1387 585 128 -58 91 -3 ,"
2500 1057 504 806 222 134 21 }
': 3000 1340 717 993 383 176 04
3100 1410 760 1057 434 188 82
3200 1571 811 1157 483 179 88
-_ 3500 963 635 125
_"ii 3600 1030 • 757 131
a. Did not have radius insert
.', TABLE 15. 27M10003 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (_in./in.)
-'_ 1T14 2T14 3T14
ii Load.-(Ib) SIN1 a S/N2 S/N3 S/N1 a SIN2 S/N3 S/NI_____a S/N___22S/N__..33 _'<;: M
500 82 55 46 -12 -43 -40 -116 -125 -113 ,_
1000 164 109 91 -30 -97 -88 -238 -268 -235 ':
1500 270 167 137 -55 -152 -143 -375 -414 -369
2000 389 231 188 -1,12 -209 -201 -536 -576 -512
2500 307 243 -255 -256 -737 -664
3000 465 316 -291 -304 -1045 -832
3100 525 337 -328 -310 -1185 -871
3200 598 352 -358 -316 -1401 -908
3500 416 -344 -1020
3600 459 -411 -1167
a. Did not have radius insert.
.....° ...... ' ...... ....... 1985023834-TSC03
i::.';_ TABLE 143,,...2'N10003 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (pin,/In,)
i'_
" ITi5 2T15 3T15 .-
'"!!._£i n..a Ob) S/NI"S/N2S/N_ S/NIa S/N2S/N_ S/NI""'_ SIN2 SIN3
,;a-
...., "_! 500 _52 -46 -58 0 0 3 76 70 67
!,i 1,000 -I06 -97 -t18 9 12 9 155 140 133
':.'e!:
"' 2000 -243 -203 -246 55 40 30 309 297 -297
,/_I 2500 -258 -304 36 48 3s2 391
_,.:",.i ) 3000 -367 -370 6 61 531 503
" _'_I,,',- 3100 -392 -383 30 61 588 , 525
.::.,,_ • 3200 -410 -398 52 61 675 546
•; _ 3500 -437 67. 619
.'-,'::I 3600 - 577 161 940
_:"_:; a. Did not have radius insert.
TABLE 17. 27M10003 COMPARISON OF TEST AND SQ5 RESULTS (pin./in.)
sq5 s/N1" s/N2 sins
°i!::iiI T13 T13 T13 T13
=-_":',.<.I Cx - 353c 526 337 152
" -: "3" i ii
_,°,, Cy -46 152 30 -12
...._ "_xy +12 +182 +129 +42 "
-2":.:_ a. Did not have radius insert.
-_T;_"! b. Strain gages were not oriented consistently.
-:ii_-,,.,. c. Probable test polarityproblem This surface
. 'iiI is in compression, il
..
i;
-. f _ ,J
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TABLE 18, 27M1000_100MPARISON OF TEST AND SQ5 RESULTS (_in./in.)
SQI3 SIN1 a SIN2 SINS
T14 T15 T14 .TIB T14 T15 T14 T15
Analysis at 1000 Ib (befoz'e audiblo fibvv breakage):
cx 72 -121 164 -106 109. -97 91 -118
Cy -36 106 -238 158 -268 140 -235 133+
7gy +-34 ±11 ±14 ._31 +-3B -+19 -+32 Z3
¢
Analysis at 2500 lb:
Cx 179 -$04 30_ -258 243 -304
+ ¢y -91 265 -737 382 -(}64 392
7Xyb +-84 +28 +-80 +-52 +-91 +-4
a. Did not have radius insert, i l
--?I b. Strsin gages were not oriented consistently. !i[lO'a,"4S,gO)s]I:Z_ V J
l" , NOTE: THICKNENE8 (t) i8 IN INCHES.
/"_i "'_" "-: ........-'.-_"-_"' _'_ "'_, NUMBERFIRETNUMBER IS THE MEASURED t.IN PARENT SIS Ii- _ DESIGN t.
,i
X _ "-7 FAILURE 27M10003 $/11_1,-. _+
t- _rt_ (._) t- _m7(=4) / sE_ UNE. TI.| I S|
"T"? .................. :--, ,t __ _+ooo3I
...... -'-- ii .-SE_,L,NE : "_:,0_'T' "!
/
+_ ,,i : t
• "i": [(0, M, --48 _ -- e-- t " .E671 (.481 . (,'_., J ,_ I" t " .;NPI7 (.24)i t- ........
; Z [(0,4S.-,iS,_)8| e
i Figure 13. Strain gaze and failure locations.
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4, 27M10009 Tee_t Restflt_
Tables 18 through 21 present strain gage test data, Tables 22 and _,3 present
comparison of test and analytical results. Looationa of attain Kales are preeented on
FiKure 14, The fittings wore made by bonding three laminated pieces together with
Hyso! EA_834. The two fittings failed along the bond lines at an average load of 3120
lb. Hysol EA-934 has an ultimate shear strength of 3100 psi. However, baaed on the
bonding area of the sides (y-face) alone, the bond failed at 143 psi.
TABLE 19, 27M10009 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (t_in,/in,)
1T13 2T13 3T13
Load (lb) S/N__._I S/N_._22 S/N__._1.1 S/N___22 S/S_._._l S/N.__._2
500 94 33 106 I_ 47 15
- 1000 204 119 228 61 106 46
1500 334 267 368 158 191 115
2000 456 428 513 273. 295 213
2500 556 529 647 346 401 322
3000 842 817. 936 535 783 519
3100 939 611 586
3200 1109 720 686
TABLE 20. 27M10009 STRAIN GAGE TEST DATA (_tn./in.)
1T 14 2T14 3T14
Load (lb) S IN]. S/N 2 S/N_._._I S/N__._.22 S/N......_I S/N.___.22
500 43 36 9 9 -46 -34
1000 85 73 21 18 -94 -67 _,
1500 .. 137 118 30 30 -146 -110
_ 2000 182 167 37 34 -107 -165
2500 231 213 21 -91 -289 -423
* 3000 143 131 -280 -335 -664 -691
3100 134 -374 -755
3200 ].40 -475 -899
ITABLE 21. 2'_¢110009 STRAIN GAG_ TEST DATA (_h_,/in.) !
1T15 2T15 3T15 ,
_oa_Oh) SIN! SIN2 SIN___!_ SIN! S/N2
BOO -30 -24 _6 0 34 27 I
I000 -64 - 5_ - 12 3 67 49
1600 - 100 - 85 - 21 - 12 103 70
2000 -140 -118 -27 -18 143 97
2500 -182 -161 -24 -55 192 125
3000 -240 -t97 210 67 612 313 i
3100 -213 55 341 ' '
3200 -252 46 414 ------ ,,
i:
TABLE.2_. 27M10009 COMPARISON OF TEST AND SQ5 RESULT.S (tdn./in.) ',
Analysisat 1500 lb.(beforeaudiblefiberbreakage):
SQ5 TI3 S/N1 T13 S/N2 T13........ i
Cx -368b 334 267
_v -138 .. 191 • • 11.5
7xya +59 +211 +66
a. Strain gages were not oriented consistently.
b. Probable test polarity problem. This surface
=I_ isin compression.
t
TABLE 23. 27MI0009 COMPARISON OF TEST AND SQ5 RESULTS (tlin./in.)
=:' SQ_ S/NI S/N2
: TI4 .- TI5 TI4 TI6 TI4 T15
,/ Cx 206 -25 13'I -100 118 -85 i!
'- _ -i_- 68 -146 lO3 -iio '/o -i!
':_ 7xy _ -+19 .+34 +69 +45 -+52 +9 _i
1,
a. Straingages were not orientedconsistently, ii
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Figure 14. Strain gage locations.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
27M10001, 27M10002, and 27M10003 are similar in design except for layup and
seam locations. As can be concluded from the ultimate failure loads, thickness was
the most important factor with 27M10002 being the thickest and strongest of the three
designs. When the laminate is quasi-isotropic and balanced, thickness will determine
ultimate load capability.
27M10009 failed at the lowest load even though it was the thickest of all four ,.,
designs. Bonding three sections together with Hysol EA-934 was-mot a good design. 1
However, this could also have resulted from fatty fabrication. I
The test results did not closely correlate with the analytical results. Test " 1
results between the fittings of each configuration did not closely correlate either.
. The lack of correlation within a given configuration is probably due to the lack of
good quality control in the fabrication process. However, this type of variation is
inherent in composites.
EP42 does not have the analysis capability t,) redistribute loads if-one or more
lamina fails prior to gross failure of the laminate. Both SPAR and SQ5 perform linear
analysis. The overall behavior of the laminate is nonlinear if one or more lamina fails
prior to gross laminate failure. To perform adequate analysis, a 3-D finite element
progTam that performs progressive failure analysis is required. Such a progressive
,, failure analysis is presented in Figure 15.
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_HIGINAL PAQE'|,_
OF POOH QUALITY
Several problom_ wore encountered. On the first component, the appliea*,ion of
a kaptcn_ baolch_g between the attain gages and the part proved voYy time consuming
and also reattlted in gage p_blema. The backing wan eliminated for the other oom-
;-' ponenta. Application of gagea was perfoznned by the different groups, wtlioh negated
the learning eurvo_ in applying the deviee_. Due to _ohoduling prablQms, the initial
aoquoae_ between to_ts, namely a two-week spacing fox, data reduction and eorrola_
tion, and straln gage location determination, wa_ not maintained. Strain gage location
on subsequent components wore determined without the benefit of proviou_ test
reattlts. Yinally, the_e was the change in thickness of the fabricated parts, as
mentioned before. Am largo variation of thickness was encountered, it made the data
reduction, reanalysis and correlation between llke components difficult, The same i
problems were pros_|lt o|1 the plate material used for material property evaluation. .::i
Even so, the obtained values appeared _oasonable, accuracy could have been improved
,: by using more time and more sample materials. A certain thickness dependence of the ,
properties was observed in the quasi-isotropie layup, which would require additional
work ir_ the future. In general, the development program showed the need for addi- _
tional experimental and analytical effort in the event of composit_ use for eomp.lex
fittings and shapes.
: *_-..,._,,,._._.v_._. l.,_,_, .m il
J" _M"AEP'oPenv,es l f• I_OPORTIONS BETWEEN APPLIEO I.OAO_;.-]
t
i I.
t t
CALCULATE _INAE m'Km Ie..AI.0Ut.A__AMINAE #rrRm i
RELATIVi_TO lOAD FACTOR I A1_LASTLOAD lEVEL J
k It k
(_,o_.,:,)lk o.,o,,,.,,
OETERMINE RELATIVE LAMINAE 0ETERMINE LAMINAE 8TRESSES..
IrtReSSE8 IN PRINCIPAL IN PRINCIPAl.
MATERIAL. DIRECT|ON, MATG"IAL DIRECTIONS
co;.o|._)/L eL_,,12
t t .
j J Ico'A,e.mAE.RusulLAMINAE m_SE8 I w,_.,.wREc.,.R,o,jWITHFAILURE CRITERION _ , /
t I ,PNO,._.AP*,,.s.I ]j .I.TE  AD,o.j• u,.i., P.,l.u.a Iu._l.,L'_*"A'A,Uij
IF NO LAMINA8 LEFT.
I iGROSSLAMINATEFAILURE
i I OCCURREDATLASTLOAD *
I I n_RMIN_i PI_P,_tOURli) I
q
i_l.-,._TELA.,.A..O._.,"_/
.
PIG. 4-24. An_ly_s (If lemh_te tlm_th _ k_d<_efmmetl@n behavk_.
• Ref: Jones, Robert H., Hethantcs of Composite _ter_aJs., 1975
:_ Figure 15. Progressive failure analysis.
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APPROVAL
; DEVELOPMENTAND TESTOF ADVANCEDCOMPOSITECOMPONENTS
By 6. Fatle, R. Hollis, F. Ledbetter, J. Maldonado,J. Sledd,
O. Stuckey,G, Waggoner,and E. Englor
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